
 

If you're looking for a game that will consume hours of your time, then this is for you. I'll keep it brief - watch dogs isn't just another game. It's not just another shooter game with an amazing multiplayer mode to boot. No, this game has its own identity - something you can see in the way it moves and feels instantly because unlike other games, every character in the city moves around at their own pace
based on what they want to do or where they need to be. You might be waiting for someone when suddenly two security guards start running past, trying to catch someone who's carjacked a car down the street. There's an absolute ton of stuff to do in the game, some of which is relatively easy for people new to gaming while some of it might prove mildly challenging. It starts off with some pretty basic
"hacking" while you try to unlock some objects or change some visual displays on billboards, but then it evolves into hacking into security cameras while you're being pursued by the cops, unlocking traffic lights so they'll turn green so you can throw a car through them and more. It's one of those titles where if you get bored - it's your fault. 

Watch Dogs 2 has been rated Mature by the ESRB and is recommended for those 17+. This game features strong language, blood, use of drugs, sexual themes, strong violence, and strong graphic content. There are also fantasy sequences which are visual only. This game features the ability to hack into nearby phones to make them ring incessantly or control nearby vehicles. There are activities within
this game that will involve the player using their cell phone to hack into smartphones, tablets or laptops to steal data. It is possible to kill NPCs by hacking into them and taking control of vehicles they are inside of to drive off a cliff or crash into other vehicles at high speeds. The Xbox One and PC versions of the game feature a profanity filter that can be turned on or off. **Platforms: PlayStation 4,
Xbox One, Windows, Linux, SteamOS

This is a list of all of the titles for Watch Dogs. Each title has their own unique features and a different set of weapons. There are a total of 10 titles to choose from in this game. 

The following DLC packs have been released for "Watch Dogs". They add new items/characters/maps/challenges to the game. In addition, pre-ordered copies from certain retailers came with a download code for an exclusive content add-on pack named 'Bad Blood'. 

This is a list of all the pre-order bonuses for Watch Dogs. Each retailer had their own set of items/characters to give to the player. 

There are currently three pieces of downloadable content available for "Watch Dogs". These DLC packs add new weapons, outfits, skins, and missions to the game. 

Released on November 19, 2014 for PS4 and Xbox One, this is a compilation of all DLC packs previously released for Watch Dogs combined into one bundle pack called 'No Compromise'. It also comes with the exclusive 'Biker' outfit pack previously only available to those who pre-ordered Watch Dogs at Target.
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